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Insider's view

Peter Morenus
r Julie Graffam scans Libe Slope from the War Memorial between Lyon and McFaddin halls.

Students are role models for city teens
Who help promote literacy in Harlem
k ^s t summer, when Terry Calhoun read stories to Har-
stif Pre~teens> many of them were surprised to learn he was
^ i n school.

y I took one kid on my lap, and the others asked, 'Is that
^ son?' They all asked how old I was. They couldn't

'ieve it when I said I was still in school, like them," said
e2l-year-old Calhoun.

j ^ t the Hans Christian Andersen School. P.S. 144 on
/2id Street, Calhoun found he was the only adult African-
/ttlerican male in sight. "What a difference one role model
j, ade to the kids," he said. "I got down and played with
c
 eitl-1 taught them games that had been taught to me. and I

Id see what a difference it made to them."
oun was one of four Cornell students who spent last
' working out of the university's Cooperative Exten-

j'°i office in Harlem on a new project aimed at improving
ij!1111^ literacy by introducing children to books in the hope

ey will bring their new interest back to their families,
c Cornell's pilot Harlem Literacy Project was so success-
es 'hat this summer the project will also employ teen-agers
°tn Grant Houses, the largest housing project in Harlem,
an^s to a $150,000 contribution from a foundation that
jjcs to remain anonymous.

^The project is the brainchild of Cornell Shakespeare
and English Professor Scott McMillin and his for-

r student, Joseph Holland, an Ail-American football
3 ^ and Harvard Law School graduate who turned down
lers from Wall Street law firms to open a one-man legal

practice in Harlem.

When McMillin and Holland found themselves talking
about ways the university might help inner-city residents as
part of its mandate as a land-grant institution, Holland sug-
gested a literacy project.

Both men are among those who believe the university
should play a more active role in New York's cities through
programs such as Cooperative Extension. For a century,
Cooperative Extension has helped citizens apply land-grant-
university research to everyday problems — from improv-
ing crop yields to following sound nutritional practices. In
recent years, the programs have moved into cities and are
trying to apply the same model to urban needs.

McMillin.'who is a faculty adviser at Ujamaa Residence
College, a predominantly black dormitory, recruited four
students for the project last year.

The students' salaries were paid by the university
through work-study funds and by an initial commitment of
$4,400 from the President's Fund for Educational Initia-
tives, a Cornell fund administered by the president's office
to reward innovative educational ideas.

During the course of the summer, the New York-based
Bowne Foundation, which is devoted to promoting literacy,
contributed $25,000 to the project. That support enabled
the program to be continued year-round with Cooperative
Extension counselors doing literacy work as well as nutri-
tional counseling.

At first, the four students tagged along with Cooperative
Extension nutritional counselors, whose job includes visit-
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Four professors
are elected to
science academy

Four faculty members have been elected to the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS), considered one of the highest
honors that can be accorded a U.S. scientist or engineer.

Their election brings to 26 the number of Cornell faculty
who are members. The four are:

• Francis DiSalvo, professor of chemistry.
• Toichiro Kinoshita, professor of theoretical physics.
• David Lee, professor of physics.
• David Mermin, professor of physics and director of the

Cornell Laboratory of Atomic and Solid Slate Physics.
The NAS, established in 1863, is a private organization

of scientists and engineers that acts as an official adviser to
the federal government on science and technology.

The four Cornell faculty were among 60 new members
and 15 new foreign associates recently elected to the acad-
emy.

DiSalvo was elected to the academy "for his synthesis
and pioneering studies of novel materials, including the dis-
covery of charge density waves."

The academy said DiSalvo's work "has led to a deeper
understanding of superconductivity on the one hand and to
new classes of electrical storage cells on the other."

The academy's announcement said that Kinoshita's
"masterful calculations" of basic properties of electrons and
muons, called lepton g-values, "have provided the theoreti-
cal basis for one of the most precise tests of fundamental
theory in all of physics."

The academy also lauded him for his "pioneering stud-
ies" of basic physical phenomena known as "two-photon
processes" and the "asymptotic behavior of scattering am-
plitudes."

Lee was elected for pioneering many new techniques for
studying matter at very low temperatures, including basic
properties of helium and hydrogen at temperatures near that
of absolute zero.

Lee founded the low-temperature research program at
Cornell when he arrived in 1959. In 1971, he and his Cor-
nell colleagues discovered the existence of a new state,
called "superfluidity," in helium at extremely low tempera-
tures.

The academy said that "Mermin is an original and versa-
tile theorist who has made vital contributions to condensed
matter physics, statistical physics, mathematical physics
and the philosophy of quantum mechanics.. ..

"His original contributions cover an extraordinary range
of intellectual endeavor," the citation said.

— Dennis Meredith

Cornell reduces
indirect costs to
U.S. government

Reflecting what might be seen as a new govern-
ment philosophy about allocating expenses to the
indirect costs of research, Cornell has reduced the
presidential-office overhead expenses for which it
is seeking federal reimbursement in order to bring
its accounting practices into closer conformity with
evolving federal accounting rules and regulations.

Formerly, broad areas of university expendi-
tures, including those for presidential quarters, have
been viewed as allowable expenses. Individual
components of expense, within such areas, have not
been made the subject of detailed rules regarding
allowability. Following a recent audit at Stanford
University, however, some expenditures associated
with presidential housing and other areas have been
declared unallowable.

Cornell's reduction, totaling $319,541 for the
fiscal years 1986 through 1988, represents a frac-
tion of 1 percent of the overhead costs annually
reimbursed to Cornell by the federal government.

The $319,541 comes out of accounts for ex-
penses of the president's office, including operating
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